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Further cut cost+power: Hardwire the Data Path, eFPGA for Control Path 
You want to be able to handle changing standards, algorithms and customers needs and run fast: 

FPGA’s flexibility and parallelism enables this.  Fully hardwired has good PPA but can’t adapt. 

 When you integrate using eFPGA, you can achieve even  better power/performance/area (PPA) 

than all-FPGA by hardening the compute into modules with a programmable interconnect to 

achieve higher speed at lower area, while keeping eFPGA for high speed state machines that are 

reconfigurable to control the data path in a fully programmable way to adapt to changing 

standards, algorithms and customer needs.  

This is exactly what we have done for our 

InferX AI solution (on the right: to be 

described in more detail in Q2/2023). An all-

FPGA solution with the throughput of InferX 

would be ~10x more area. 

FPGA customers typically get 200-300MHz 

throughput because of long paths. We run 

500MHz in 16nm because we only implement 

the control state machine in eFPGA; at 7nm 

we get 800MHz. The eFPGA is reconfigurable 

to execute hundreds of different inference 

operators (and can reconfigure in 

microseconds).  

We have 16 hardwired 1-dimensional tensor 

processors with a programmable 

interconnect that allows them to be 

connected in various sets of serial and parallel arrangements to optimize performance for each 

inference operator. 

We can work with you to help you improve your power, performance, are for your architecture 

while keeping full flexibility for changing workloads, standards, algorithms and customer needs. 

 

SoC + FPGA Chip SoC with eFPGA 

SoC with hardwired 

modular compute, 

programmable 

interconnect, eFPGA 

control path 

Adaptability High High High 

Cost High 5-10x less 25-50x less 

Frequency Lowest Higher Highest 

Reconfigurability Low (Flash boot) Good (milliseconds) Best (microseconds) 

 


